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Summary

The street of Les Crottes represents one type of problematic street that can be 
seen in most European post-industrial cities where two urban fabrics (industrial 
and residential) locates. After the process of deindustrialization, the industrial side 
of the street cannot fulfill the function of previous symbiotic system anymore and 
the industrial side introduce a completely different morphological urban structure 
which break the consistency of the residential urban structure. Therefore, the 
street of Les Crottes, especially the industrial side should be the starting point 
of activating the whole area. The researching phase of this project concentrates 
on finding reasons of why the street of Les Crottes became like today’s situa-
tion based on morphological and typological analysis. By introducing a strategy 
method at four different levels, this report launch at the urban level and finally 
end at giving a solution at the building level of the industrial side of the street.
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Diary 01/09/2018

At the last day of Marseille excursion, I decided to go to the northern area which 
is infamous for the dangerous neighborhoods. The adventure started from our 
apartment nearby the city center (Vieux port area) and ended at Les Crottes 
because of sudden rain and, more importantly, because of the hostile atmo-
sphere. Recording that area was quite a challenge because of surveillance from 
the local people. On the street children were playing, suspicious people were 
hiding behind the cars, I lowered my hat because of the feeling of danger. From 
the city center to Les Crottes, the street still serves as a transporting element, but 
besides that the activities that happened around the street are so different. Why? 
How can I bring the street back to life?

I’m curious about this area, Les Crottes.

 1.1.1)  M
arseille's center: lively

1.1.2)  The street of Les Crott
es: cold

1.1)  The atmosphere contrast of the street: 
city center vs Les Crottes
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1.2)  The activities on the street: city center 
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1.3)  The activities on the street: Les Crottes
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Introduction

Les Crottes, as a post-industrial area located at the north part of Marseille 
is now experiencing urban decay. This kind of decay is common in European 
post-industrial cities. Les Crottes can be considered as a representation of these 
post-industrial problematic areas where the old industrial fabric doesn't serve the 
local people anymore, where transformational development is urgently needed. 
The discrepancy between old industrial fabric and residential activity is a result of 
a collision between two urban systems at the opposing sides of certain streets. By 
intervening a block that can represent the whole street, a comprehensive strategy 
about “How to activate the street of decayed post-industrial area 
where the conflict of two urban fabrics (industrial and residential) 
locates?” is generated. The strategy is divided into four levels: 

1. the urban level provides a general principle of how to treat decaying post-in-
dustrial areas. 
2. the street strategy focus what architectural element can help reforming the 
street feeling.
3. the block level would focus on the whole block not just the façade near the 
street.
4. the building level provides building models on a more detailed level.

U
rban level

Street level

Block level

Building level

2)  Project levels
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Urban level: the problematic 
area Les Crottes

This chapter focuses on the historical background of Les Crottes. And also, as an 
example of similar post-industrial problematic areas, it is necessary to answer 
the question “Why are industrial areas mostly located in the north of the city?”. 
Researching on a bigger scale reveals Marseille’s industrialization process, and 
also the reason why Les Crottes became Les Crottes.
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Crottes: droppings

The translation of the word “crottes” is droppings. 
Interestingly the name of “Les Crottes” already 
indicates the current decay, while the abandoned 
warehouses reveal the past industrial prosperity of 
Les  Crottes during former times.

Located at the west side of the 2nd arr. of Marseille, 
as a port district, Les Crottes has participated fully in 
the industrial revolution. During the first industrial 
revolution (1830-1860), the village Crottes and some 
factories (centered around the village) had been 
built. In this period, not only oil, sugar and soap but 
also sulfur, acids, soda, cement, tiles, and bricks 
are produced in this area.1 The transport system 
(railways, roads, shipping) created the convenience 
for long-distance transportation. By the mid-19th 
century, the construction of Les Crottes was already 
quite saturated. From 1960 to 1990, Marseille 
suffered a shock of deindustrialization. Most ware-
houses were not used anymore and the lack of 
public infrastructure made Les Crottes an unfriendly 
living environment, the rate of criminality and drug 
dealing increased, people started leaving.

The most important urban project that is happening 
in Marseille now is the Euroméditerranée proj-
ect. Conceptualized to regenerate Marseille with 
economic, social and cultural projects under the 
influence of shared concern for the city’s future, 
this project is divided in two phases. During its first 
phase (1995-2015), the national interest operation 
mainly focuses on the degraded port area near 
Vieux Port. In 2007, the new ambitions cover 170 
additional hectares. In terms of urban ecology, the 
phase II development would make Marseille one 
of the thirteen Eco-cities in France labeled by the 
State. The working area is the area north of the 
Euroméditerranée I perimeter, where the poorest 
districts are located. That way Les Crottes becomes 
one of the main focuses of the Euroméditerranée II 
project.2

Most industrial urban fabric of Les Crottes will be 

erased and replaced by apartments. However, 
ironically, the principle of Euroméditerranée II, 
formulated by EPA (the Euroméditerranée public 
development agency),3 is to keep the “factory” 
character of this area. If the goal is to regenerate 
Les Crottes area, is there another humble way of 
redesigning based on why Les Crottes  became 
Les Crottes, based on the genetic clues which hide 
behind the morphological and typological features? 

U
rban level: the problem

atic area Les Crott
es

3.1)  Google translate
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3.2)  Growth maps

3.2.1)  Year 1792 3.2.2)  Year 1844 3.2.3)  Year 1894 3.2.4)  Year 1975 3.2.5)  Year 2018
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3.4)  Soap production3.3)  Production workshop
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3.5)  Euroméditerranée II project 3.6)  Satellite photograph
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Other “crottes” in north 
Marseille: post-industrial 
urban decay

The north part of Marseille primarily consists of a 
patchwork of industrial fabric interchanged with 
residential neighborhoods. These abandoned indus-
trial yards paradoxically not only record the glory of 
Marseille’s industrial age but also create a context 
that invites even further urban decay, along with all 
associated urban problems such as poverty, drug 
use, and high criminality. Les Crottes is only one of 
the many north-Marseille residential pockets that 
have to cope with these issues.  

By tracing the development of Marseille’s chemical 
industry during the second industrial revolution, it 
becomes clear why large patches of industrial fabric 
are mainly at the north side of the city. In the early 
1880s, chemical industrial of Marseille is dominated 
by three products: soap, soda and refined sulfur. At 
the turn of the 19th to 20th centuries, these three 
branches were all facing the challenge in different 
ways. For soda and soap industry, the challenge was 
from foreign brands while for sulfur industry, the 
challenge was the domestic competition.

In soda industry, Marseille faced competition of a 
new technology called “soda ash” from the Belgian 
“Solvay” which became a leading industrial multina-
tional.  This new technology makes the soda purer 
and can lower 30% production cost. Meanwhile, 
the branch of soap was confronted with the aggres-
siveness of their English and German counterparts 
which often had a larger financial base, modern 
technology and an organization based on a very high 
vertical integration.4

The market of sulfur also suffered from new tech-
nology but in a different way. A new sulfur mining 
technique was developed in 1894 by a chemist 
called Herman Frasch. Instead of mining the sulfur 

by hand and then refining it, the new technique 
injects water vapor into the ground which liquifies 
the sulfur in the soil, the liquid sulfur is then forced 
upwards by injecting compressed air. This technique 
introduces an easier way of mining sulfur which 
leads to more sulfur, less manual labor, and most 
importantly, cheaper operating cost. Before, the 
French refinery got its sulfur from the Sicily mines 
which had the monopoly on the French sulfur mar-
ket for centuries. With the new technique, it is even 
cheaper to extract sulfur from US. In 1908, Herman 
Frasch started his own American refinery (RIS) in 
Marseille competing with the French refinery. Due 
to the price advantage, RIS became the largest sulfur 
refinery in Marseille.5 

How are these manufactures in Marseille trying to 
stop this competition and regain some competi-
tiveness? Their responses are diverse and vary by 
branch, entrepreneur profile and circumstances. But 
still, there were three main responses that are quite 
general for all the representative chemistry industry. 

Firstly, the government maintained the free import 
of raw material  for domestic enterprise and 
increased tariffs on similar foreign products. This 
way, the local production gained protection but 
the competitiveness of the local industry was not 
improved. Secondly, the entrepreneur investigated 
new growth opportunities by turning more to the 
more profitable consumer market. A third response 
to international competition concerned the loca-
tion of the industrial sites. In sulfur industry, the 
manufacturers were trying to locate the factories 
near their main market of Northern Europe. The 
soap makers are also looking to reduce their pro-
duction cost. They favor oil/soap making integration 
and abandon absolute or land-locked factories in 

U
rban level: the problem

atic area Les Crott
es

3.7)  Morphological difference between north part of Marseille and the center
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2 3

4

5

6
Les Crottes

7

the urban space for new units built outside the 
city, close to the shore and railways. After suffering 
several fires, Emilien Rocca and his associates from 
Rocca, Tassy & de Roux decided in 1903 to create 
a new production unit north of Marseille, behind 
the ports, in an area still poorly urbanized called 
Aygalades.6 

Gradually the industrial sites were heading northern, 
behind the ports, where complete traffic systems 
were built in an area still poorly urbanized. With 
more factories and production units constructed, 
the number of local workers improved while the 
employment rate of cheap immigrant labor (includ-
ing Lebanese, Senegalese, Algerians, Tunisians, 
Americans, Italians, Spanish, Corsicans)7 also grew 
rapidly thanks to the convenience of being a port 
city. The hybrid culture of industrial areas mixed with 
residential neighborhoods is therefore linked with 
the industrialization of  Marseille, especially in the 
north part of the city. A lively atmosphere was cre-
ated by people with different cultural backgrounds 
and was supported by prosperous industrial activity. 
In an international context, the period of rehabilita-
tion and reconstruction after World War II was the 
last short-lived prosperity period of old industrial 
area, as Marseille was the secondary industrial cen-
ter of France. 

Since 1960s traditional industrial sectors have been 
replaced by new industries such as finance, trade, 
science and technology, information and cultural 
functions, which gradually became the dominant 
feature of western countries. Meanwhile, the rise 
of container shipping catalyzed globalization. The 
developed countries gradually move their manufac-
turing sector to third world countries where cheap 
labor can be found.8 The large deserted industrial 
sites reflect the decay of old industrial cities and also 
create the conflict with the surrounding the urban 
fabric. This kind of urban conflict is most visible 
in former industrial centers of Europe: Liverpool, 
Naples, Glasgow, Rhein-Ruhr, Wallony and of course, 
Marseille.

Previously, in prosperous times, the industrial yards 
and dense residential pockets engaged in a symbi-

otic relationship that resulted in vibrant and diverse 
urban streets, now the former weighs heavily on the 
latter, causing isolation and visible degradation of 
these neighborhoods. North Marseille consisting of 
a patchwork of both industrial and residential mor-
phology, the industrial sites constitute fractures in 
an otherwise continuous urban fabric. 

Overall, Les Crottes can represent the urban decay 
as a result of deindustrialization of north Marseille, 
or on a smaller scale, the problematic chasm 
between the industrial wasteland and the nearby 
neighborhood.

1

2 3

4

5

7

6
Les Crottes

3.8)  The streets between the post-industrial and residential fabrics of north Marseille
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Industrial 
area

3.9)  Aerial view of the Rocca, Tassy & Roux and Savonnerie de la Méditerranée plants, Marseille 3.10)  Plan schématique des zones applicables au territoire de Marseille
(Lois des 14 Mars 1919 et 19 Juillet 1924)
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Urban strategy: the street 
should be the focus

In the north part of Marseille, it is clear 
the division between the residential urban 
fabric and industrial urban fabric is always 
happening along streets that lead to the city 
center (economic center). Hence, the street 
should be the focus of Les Crottes for chang-
ing the image “dropping” into something 
attractive. The further research is focued on 
the research question of “How to activate 
the street of the decayed post-industrial 
area Les Crottes?”.

3.11)  Urban strategy
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Street level: the street as the 
starting point

This chapter focuses on the division happening at the street. Les Crottes is chosen 
as an example of a problematic post-industrial area. By analyzing the street of 
Les Crottes, the reasons why the division happens on the street are revealed. The 
street strategy gives a general guideline of how to treat the industrial side of the 
street.
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The street of Les Crottes: as 
an example of a problem-
atic type of street

The street of Les Crottes represents a division 
between the old industrial structure and the resi-
dential structure. During the industrial revolution, 
the rural area was industrially activated: big factories 
and warehouses were built and the necessary resi-
dential structures was also developed or extended. 
Therefore, in the industrial outskirt of the city of 
Marseille, always a mixture of two urban structures 
appears: the industrial and the residential.

But nowadays, the old industrial activity is not hap-
pening anymore, the fenced up industrial areas are 
just hollow shells with nothing happening inside.Yet 
precisely this feature of shells could allow for new 
activities to be contained inside.
 
Overall, there are two strategies of dealing with the 
industrial patched area. The first strategy is erasing 
all the buildings in old industrial patches and make 
completely new planning. The second strategy is 
finding the new definition of the area based on the 
old structure of the area. But which one is suitable 
for Marseille, for Les Crottes?

The divergence of the upper two strategies is 
whether the old industrial patches have the value 
of being preserved. Considering aspects of the old 
industrial patches such as the meaning that the 
they have for the collective memory of the city, the 
intricate urban structures that they are part of, the 
stories that these industrial buildings embody, the 
old industrial patches give a layer to the city which 
in turn generates identity and engagement with its 
inhabitants. Therefore, even though these facto-
ries have no monetary value, they are the physical 
remainder of a past that no longer exists and are 
the carriers for the neighborhood’s character and 
identity that should make it worthwhile to preserve 
these buildings.

In general, the division of the two-system urban 
structure: (the old industrial and the residential sys-
tems) happens along a street, the main axis of Les 
Crottes. Therefore, by providing a strategy for this 
specific street, this street in Les Crottes, a problem-
atic type of street in general is targeted.

The main axis of Les Crottes continuous at both 
its north and south ends in the typical residential 
block structure of Marseille. Inside Les Crottes, the 
main axis shows a morphological similarity to this 
as well as a difference. The east side of the street 
shows a similar residential structure. The west side 
breaks the continuity of these residential blocks by 
introducing a different morphological structure, that 
of industrial yards. The location of these industrial 
yards indicates the main focus of this project, the 
west side of the main axis of Les Crottes. Street level: the street as the starting point

4.1)  The street of Les Crott
es
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The conflict at the street 
between “industrial” and 
“residential” causes today’s 
desolation

In les crottes, the conflict between two morpholog-
ical systems happens at the street. The first system 
is the residential system of Les Crottes village which 
sits at the center. The second system is the industrial 
system, including the warehouses and some indus-
trial yards. During the flourish period of Les Crottes 
these two systems worked well together as a big-
ger symbiotic system which made sure Les Crottes 
remained in a lively situation. At the late 20th cen-
tury, the industrial system decayed while the city of 
Marseille entered a period of deindustrialization. 
The shock of deindustrialization has thrown the 
identity of Les Crottes into unemployment, poverty, 
and a deserted industrial wasteland. Nowadays, as 
the residential system and the left-over industrial 
system cannot run as one symbiotic system, the 
conflicts between the residential system and the 
industrial system become apparent which can be 
concluded into three aspects.

1. The conflict between the industrial activity and 
living life
The boundary of the daily living activity range is 
halted by the boundary of the warehouses or the 
fences of the industrial yard whether the industrial 
yard is still running or not. These areas cannot pro-
vide enough benefits (jobs) anymore but still take 
a lot of land, which send village Les Crottes into a 
dichotomy, the neighborhood is split into two parts 
as one of the components of the previously symbi-
otic relationship does not fulfill its role anymore.

2. The conflict between the typology of industrial 
buildings and the residences.
In the architectural level, there is also a big differ-
ence between the warehouses, which hold the 

industrial activities, and the residential houses, 
which hold a commercial function at the ground 
level and a residential function at the top. The con-
trast of the scale reflects on the street façade. The 
industrial buildings take more length of the street 
façade while only utilizing one entrance. The huge 
contrast between the scale can also suggest a differ-
ence of the inner spaces. The large integral space of 
the factories is designed for storing the big machines 
while the Trois Fenêtres can be seen as a deforma-
tion of commercial & living mode typology. The scale 
of the Trois Fenêtres is smaller but the usage of the 
inner space is well defined an efficient while the fac-
tories are one big space inside.

The contrast of the scale can be easily seen on 
the map. This contrast is even more clear since 
sometimes the warehouse is positioned within the 
building block of the industrial yards are located 
right across from a residential block. At present, 
the warehouse is abandoned but the adjacent Trois 
Fenêtres are still occupied, so the street façade is 
sometimes suddenly interrupted by the big façade 
of the abandoned warehouse. Or on other occa-
sions the industrial yard and the commercial activity 
merely happens at the other side of the street. In 
that case there is no interaction between the two 
sides of the street at all. There is no need to go to 
the west side of the street, the street turns into a big 
free parking lot.

3. The conflict between the free-planning industrial 
yard and the block of grouped residences. 
The morphological features of the residential area 
and the industrial area within Les Crottes district 
perfectly elaborate the initial two distinct physical 

Street level: the street as the starting point

4.2)  Function zoning
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4.3)  Building type: residence

4.3.1)  Trois Fenêtres 4.3.2)  Residence with six windows 4.3.3)  Residence with shop 

Ground floor First floor
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4.4)  Building type: factory
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conception of a European city which is mentioned by 
Cliff Moughtin in his book <URBAN DESIGN: STREET 
AND SQUARE>.

“……, there are two quite distinct physical concep-
tions of a European city. In the first conception it 
appears that the streets and squares are carved 
from an original block of solid material. …… The 
other main conceptions of a city that has the form 
of an open parkland into which buildings have been 
introduced as three-dimensional objects sitting 
on……9” 

The residential area is more closely related to the 
first conception in which streets are carved out from 
a bigger mass and the resulting blocks consist of 
houses grouped together, forming a strong profile as 
an entity. In the industrial area the warehouses are 
located in the parkland, in this case the industrial 
yard, and connected with each other by traffic flow. 
So, although the buildings are not directly linked 
with each other within the free-planning industrial 
yard, all the free-standing warehouses also can be 
considered as an entity.

The relationship between the number of access 
points and the proportion of the accessible surface 
area is also quite interesting. If we compare one 
residential block with one industrial area, the actual 
built-up area is quite the same. However, every 
building within the residential block has an entrance 
which create numerous interactions on the same 
street while the whole industrial yard just has one 
entrance on one street. Therefore, the number of 
entrances is closely related to the density of the 
street network. Within blocks of similar area, the 
road network of the residential system is denser and 
more organized.

With the difference of the two sides of the street 
mentioned above, two different types of street 
façade are formed. At the industrial side of the 
street, the street façade is formed by a layering of 
façades of free-planned buildings in the industrial 
yards. The main part of the nearest to the street is 

the fences of the industrial yards. At the residential 
side of the street, the street façade is formed by res-
idences’ façades that are at the same layer.

From the planning of Euroméditerranée II, it is clear 
to see that EPA erases these conflicts mentioned 
above by replacing most of the industrial yards by 
new apartment buildings. Under the pressure of 
densification, the local residences cannot afford ris-
ing housing prices and are forced to leave. Also, this 
rough method eradicates the living memory for the 
community of Les Crottes. However, for me, these 
conflicts constitute the old character of Les Crottes 
and it does not obstruct new developments as it 
can actually have the potential to be incorporated in 
new developments. 

1.The existing industrial activity.
Some of the industrial building or yards are still in 
use. By relocating the entrance of industrial yards, 
the main street can be freed from industrial traffic 
flow and new programs can be inserted, targeted at 
the Les Crottes neighborhood.

2.The typology of the industrial building.
“These buildings and warehouses are beautiful, 
healthy. Some facades offer long monumental 
sequences that punctuate the old Madrague-
Ville road. Their high quality of construction is 
demonstrated. They can be fully rehabilitated into 
sustainable habitat and it does not cost more. Their 
charm seduces but it is also the whole history of the 
city that one reads on its walls, its facades.”10 

The typology of the industrial building provides an 
envelope which is perfect for various programs. And 
these industrial buildings of Les Crottes are the best 
examples of the “the factory” identity which is also 
the character Euroméditerranée II project tried to 
keep for this area. 

3.The free planning morphological feature of the 
industrial side.
The free planning urban fabric provides possibility of 
adding more program. 

4.5)  Urban texture

4.6)  Building texture

4.7)  Road network
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THE STREET
THE STREET

4.8)  Morphological feature of industrial side 4.9)  Morphological feature of residential side
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4.10)  The street between the post-industrial area and residential area
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4.11)  The street between residential areas
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4.12)  The post-industrial side street façade of Rue de Lyon  
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Street strategy: a street façade 
and an entrance

The industrial side of the street should be 
the focus. By relocating the entrance of 
industrial yard, the street side can be freed 
and more program can be added along the 
main axis, the street of Les Crottes. 

To recreate the street feeling, the street 
façade of the industrial side needs to be 
redesigned. The buildings that help form 
the street façade should not only help cre-
ate the boundary of industrial yards, but 
also serve as the entrance to the inner area 
that requires some privacy. By this street 
strategy, the importance and hierarchy of 
the street is emphasized.

In summary, a new street façade is needed 
on the industrial side and and this façade is 
not only a boundary of the street domain 
but also the entrance to the inner space of 
elaborated design.

4.13)  Street strategy
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Block level: a representative 
block for the whole street

The block level concentrates on one representative block of the industrial side 
that can represent the whole street of Les Crottes, and this chapter leads to the 
next level: the building level. 
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The types of the existing 
street façade

In general, the west side of the street (the industrial 
side) consists of the free planning morphological 
fabric. Hierarchically, the industrial block is primarily 
defined by the range of the industrial yards and sec-
ondarily by the volumes of free-standing buildings. 
As a result, the street side is defined by different 
layers. In contrast to the grouped houses forming a 
coherent single-layered street façade, the west side 
of the street can be categorized into three types:

1. The fenced up free planning industrial yard
     The warehouses in the industrial yard do not have 
a close relationship with the street boundary, the 
fences set up a range, and the buildings are placed 
around the traffic streamline within the yard.

2. Industrial yard with single building
     Industrial yard only taken by a single building. The 
outline of the building aligned the boundary of the 
block, but still the first layer of the street façade con-
sists of fences.

3. Historical buildings set up the boundary
     Street façade formed by historical building that 
are aligned to the border of the block. The historical 
building serves as the entrance of the whole indus-
trial yard. 

4. The undefined street side
     There are empty blocks along the street which 
are under construction or on which the building has 
been demolished. This type of blocks does not con-
tribute to the street façade yet.

The representative block of 
the street

The representative block includes three of four types 
mentioned before. By redesigning this specific block, 
the problematic aspects of the whole street can be 
addressed. From north to south, the block includes:

- One yard that is occupied by a single office build-
ing. There are two entrances: one facing the main 
axis the other one facing the street west of the 
block.

- One part of the street defined by the old residen-
tial houses. These houses are now abandoned and 
the Les Crottes bus station is in front.

- One free-planning industrial yard with warehouses. 

Block level: a representative block for the w
hole street

5.2)  The location of the street façade types

5.1)  Four types of the existing street façade
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5.3)  The composition of the representative block

The fenced up free planning industrial yard

H
istorical buildings set up the boundary

Industrial yard w
ith single building
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New needs: programmatic 
need & spatial need

The function of the existing shops reveals that Les 
Crottes still tries to seize the glory of its former 
industrial moment. Among the shops that are still in 
use, electrical repair and auto mechanic still occupy 
a large proportion. There are streets on which every 
shop at the ground floor is a car wash. Also, public 
functions such as library and school are also missing. 

As the representation of the whole street, the cho-
sen block design targets two distinct audiences. It 
aims to provide both the current population of Les 
Crottes and newcomers educational facilities, which 
are urgently needed. In addition, for the newcomers 
residential buildings are created. The target audi-
ence of the new coming residences will be young 
creatives, who need cheap houses and flexible work-
ing spaces. Young people can introduce light industry 
in this area while reusing the existing industrial yards 
of the block (as creative park). This way, keeping the 
character of “factory” is more reasonable. Overall, a 
residential  building, a cultural center, and a creative 
park  are the three major parts of the representative 
block’s program.

As mentioned in the street strategy, the inner spaces 
of the blocks should be accessible as an extension of 
the existing public realm, the street. In this way the 
range of public space is expansed from the street to 
the inner public space of the block. To Emphasizing 
the importance of the street, clear spatial sequence 
between public and private space need to be 
defined, but how?

If we go through the existing model of warehouses 
or industrial yards in Les Crottes, there are actually 
two answers that apply to the former question. For 
the warehouses along the street, the street leads 
to the entrance of the building: the entrance is 
between public space and private space. For the 
industrial yards, the street first lead to the entrance 

Block level: a representative block for the w
hole street

of courtyard, and then the courtyard lead to the 
entrance of separate industrial buildings. A clear 
spatial sequence of public --- semipublic --- private is 
set. The courtyard therefore provides an opportunity 
for outdoor industrial program.

Although there is no need to build new industrial 
buildings or warehouses, these two clear spatial 
sequences are still valuable for redesigning the 
industrial side of the block. The model of choice 
depends on the range of the working space or in 
other words, depends on how deep can the pene-
tration be. The “public-private” model is suitable for 
narrow spaces and the courtyard space of the “pub-
lic --- semipublic --- private” model can serve as the 
container of various activity depending on the func-
tion of the building itself. The courtyard also gives 
the opportunity to link space through the whole 
block with limited street façade.

Shops of Les Crott
es: 64

open:26 closed: 38

Shops  that are open: 26

grocery store: 2
electrical repair: 3

resident service: 4
auto mechanic: 8

café/ restaurant: 9

Shops  that are closed: 38

electrical repair: 1
grocery store: 2

barber shop: 3
other: 4 

auto mechanic: 5
café/ restaurant: 11

unknown: 12

5.5)  Store function inventory

5.4)  Spatial sequence of industrial yard & warehouse 
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Unknow

Resident service

Café/ restaurant

Pharmacy, barbershop, retail

Auto mechanic

Repair shop

5.6)  Stores of Les Crottes
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Block strategy: from the 
street façade to perpendicular 
development

After the street strategy, four more detailed 
block strategies are provided based on the 
previous findings and goals.

1.The redesign of the whole block should be 
seen as two phases. The first phase is the 
development along the street, the second 
phase is the perpendicular development 
of deeper area. The purpose of this strat-
egy is to give a more general developing 
sequence for all the blocks along the street, 
and also a general principle for the follow-
ing strategies. The focus should firstly be 
be on developing a banded area along the 
street and then, based on the situation, 
the development can grow deeper, per-
pendicularly to the street. This developing 
order gives buffer time for the deeper area 
in anticipation of complete demolition or 
partial preservation. The degree of preser-
vation should consider the buildings' value 
as collection of Les Crottes's old industrial 
memory.

2.Inserting program that can serve for the 
local residents as well as the newcomers. 
For the representative block, residences and 

a creative park are designed for the young 
people, while a cultural center will be built 
for the local residents.

3.Clarify the hierarchy of the public space. 
Among all the public space, the street 
should of vital importance and buildings on 
the street should become the entrance of 
inner public space. The deeper the public 
space is, the more privacy the public space 
has. Following this principle, the more pub-
lic programs should be located near the 
street while other programs which need 
some privacy can be located at the deeper 
area of the block.

4.Transforming the industrial building/yard 
in a reasonable way. In the representative 
block, a creative park is planned reusing the 
free planning industrial yard. The typology 
of warehouse gives potential of transform-
ing the inner flexible space into another 
use.

Following the block strategy, more detailed 
building strategies will be introduced.
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Building strategy: row house 
and courtyard building 

This chapter introduces two building models that are suitable for the block 
strategies. These two models are row house and courtyard building. As the trans-
formations of the courtyard building type, a residential courtyard building and a 
cultural center are elaborated in detail.
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Building strategy: row 
house and courtyard 
building 

The chapter of building strategy focuses on two 
types of building models to achieve the block strat-
egies mentioned before. The models found suitable 
are that of a rowhouse and a courtyard building. 
The typology of rowhouses are suitable for narrow 
space while the building façade contributes to the 
coherence of the street façade. The other model, 
the courtyard building, suitable to create the clear 
hierarchy of public space. The architectural design 
mainly focuses on the elaboration of the “courtyard 
building” around the residential buildings and the 
cultural center together with the creative park.

Two detailed buildings along the street, a residen-
tial courtyard building and the cultural center, were 
designed in detail in this project. The height of the 
building is according to the building height and den-
sity of the other side of the street. The residential 
building has three floors. To emphasize the volume, 
the upper part is designed narrower compared to 
the bottom. Historical urban fabric (two abandoned 
houses at the street) is included into the cultural 
center. The one-story new design aims to make the 
preserved house stand out.

Building strategy: row
 house and courtyard building 6.1)  Building models
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Residential courtyard 
building

For the residential courtyard building sequence, the 
most important architectural element is the gate-
way. The gateway in the street façade opens up to 
the first section of semipublic space. The following 
gateway is not only a division between two sections 
of the sequence, it also distinguishes the level of pri-
vacy of the courtyards.

The residential building at the street helps form the 
street façade. Shops are designed at the ground 
floor to create interaction with the east side of the 
street. In the meantime, the gateway of the build-
ing leads people to a semipublic courtyards that is 
shielded from noise disturbance from cars on the 
street. Café, restaurant and some art studios can be 
located around the courtyard as well as the entrance 
to the upper living studios.

The upper floor of the building is living studios. 
Several house types are designed for various needs, 
not only young people but also families are wel-
comed in this building. To emphasize the importance 
of the courtyard, the windows of the studios are fac-
ing the courtyard while the corridors are designed 
at the side away from the courtyard. To maintain 
enough light and some distance from the next build-
ing, the corridors are designed half-opened.

Cultural center, 
creative park

The culture center is positioned at the area that has 
abandoned houses at the street while the creative 
park is aiming at reusing the warehouses in the old 
free-planning industry yard. Which kind of archi-
tectural element can be used to link the new fabric 
with the old fabric in the mean time defining the 
large spare space (future courtyard surrounded by 
buildings)?

The colonnade would be a suitable answer for the 
former question. A linear architectural element that 
can create spatial disconnection and division. Also, 
the carious deformation of colonnades gives the 
chance to create various space (interior, exterior), in 
other words, various activity (stay, walk/stop). 

For the cultural center, the colonnade transforms 
into a column structure. The entrance of the culture 
center is at the street side. A library, a restaurant, a 
workshop and an educational center are designed. 
The side of the workshop is attached to an existing 
warehouse, the walls of which reveal another build-
ing that use to be attached to it. All the programs are 
connected by a half-opened corridor. The corridor 
can be used for linking and expanding. By connecting 
the corridor, the cultural center can be connected to 
the creative park. As a result, the entire public func-
tion has been developed perpendicularly from the 
street side to the deeper area of the block. 

The programs and the walkway are all included in 
the linear volume. Several courtyards are formed in 
the middle. Due to the function of the surrounding 
program, the characteristic of the courtyards can 
be different. For example, a sunken stage is more 
suitable for the courtyard of the cultural center than 
for the creative park. Outdoor exhibitions can be 
planned in the courtyards of the creative park.

The width of the colonnade adjusts according the 
location. Within the creative park, the colonnade is 

narrower for dividing the different courtyards while 
the ones at the boundary are wider. By dividing 
the industrial spare spaces, the courtyard can be 
designed targeting different uses.

A large culture area (culture center and creative 
park) is formed and this radiated to a bigger area. At 
the west side of the block, another entrance is also 
planned at the creative park side, together with a 
park.

Building strategy: row
 house and courtyard building 6.2)  General layout plan    1:2000
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6.3)  Axonometric layout plan
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6.4)  Functional subarea diagram

6.4.1)  Functional subarea diagram: residential courtyard building 6.4.2)  Functional subarea diagram: cultural center
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8

1516

171919

20

18 18

9

10
11

12

13

14

1    commercial function
2    café/restaurant
3    office
4    lobby
5    reception
6    laundry room
7    workshop

8    cultural center entrance
9    library reception
10  reading area
11  storage room
12  café/restaurant
13  open kitchen
14  design workshop
15  educational center reception
16  café
17  courtyard
18  classroom
19  rehearsal room
20  outdoor stage6.5)  Ground floor    1:300
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21

22

23

24

2526

24

21  activity room
22  kitchen
23  café
24  classroom
25  office
26  meeting room

27  roof terrace

27 

6.6)  5m level    1:300 6.7)  7.5m level    1:300
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6.8)  Room types of residential courtyard building    1:200

office: 92m2

studio: 24m2 studio: 28m2 studio: 39m2

workshop: 81m2
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6.11)  The courtyard of the residential courtyard building
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6.12)  The courtyard view of cultural center's entrance
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6.13)  View of cultural center's courtyard towards the west
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6.14)  The colonnade of the cultural center's entrance
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6.15)  The colonnade of the cultural center's library
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6.16)  The colonnade around cultural center's courtyard
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6.17)  The colonnade around creative park's courtyards
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Façade system

Four principles of façade system are formulated to 
create a coherent façade along the whole street.

1. Division of the façade reflects the structure of the 
building. 
At the other side of the street, the attached residen-
tial houses create the rhythm of the east side of the 
street façade. In the horizontal direction, the division 
of the housing volume create the rhythm while the 
division between the story creates rhythm in the 
vertical direction. With the various height difference, 
the rhythm of the façade is therefore set. For the 
new street façade at the west side of the street, the 
same kind of rhythm can be created by reflecting the 
structure. 

In the horizontal direction, the coherent of façade 
structure reflect the location of the floor. At the 
vertical level, the façade structure reflects the 
load bearing structure of the building. The vertical 
rhythm is formed by the columns while the façade 
of the residential building is divided by façade struc-
ture, correlating to the location of load bearing 
walls, into three part. 

2. The layers of the façade form the rhythm of the 
façade
The elements that reflect the structure of the build-
ing (column, floor) are at the outermost layer of the 
façade. Then is the wall for opening. The innermost 
layer is the elements of more detailed vertical divi-
sion. This layer of façade is for creating the richness 
of the whole street façade. Therefore, the rhythm of 
the street facade is formed by elements that are at 
different layers. 

3.Rhythm of the opening
The ground floor is more transparent based on the 
commercial function. The windows for the upper liv-
ing space become smaller. 

4. Materialization
Since the rhythm of the façade is already formed by 

Building strategy: row
 house and courtyard building 

the different layered façade structure, the choice of 
material can be simple such as concrete. However, 
the system of structure also give potential to use 
other material to fill the walls.

5. Prefabrication
All the façade elements can be prefabricated. The 
prefabricated façade structure supports itself and 
the walls. The prefabricated walls can have more 
detailed divisions in order to create the diversity of 
the whole street façade.

6.19)  Façade system diagram

1. main façade structure reflects 
the inner load-bearing elements

2. filling in walls with openings

3. more detailed vertical division 
creates the diversity of façade

4. the complete façade
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6.21)  Façade detail    1:50  
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6.22)  Façade detail    1:20  

A B C 
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6.22.1)  Detail A    1:20  6.22.2)  Detail B    1:20  6.22.3)  Detail C    1:20  
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6.23)  Diversity of the façade system 

single row house

row house

residential courtyard building 

cultural center's entrance
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Final results 

With the guidance of all the strategies, a new street façade of the post-industrial 
side is therefore designed, the street feeling is recreated. And with the build-
ing models that are introduced at the block boundary, clear spatial sequences 
through the whole block are also redefined. Finally, the research question of “how 
to activate the street where the conflict of two urban fabrics (industrial and res-
idential) locates” is answered by architectural language after the morphological 
and typological analysis of the area Les Crottes.
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A new street façade
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7.3)  Street façade of the post-industrial side: before

7.4)  Street façade of the post-industrial side: after

kept building
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A new street feeling
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7.5)  Street feeling: before vs after

before after
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before after
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before after
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Three clear spatial sequences
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residence entrance

offi
ce area entrance

7.6)  Three spatial sequences

7.6.1)  Spatial sequences set up by row house
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street side entrance

STREET

COURTYARDCOURTYARDCOURTYARD

7.6.2)  Spatial sequences set up by residential courtyard building
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PARK COURTYARD
(CREATIVE PARK)

COURTYARD
(CULTURAL CENTER)

cultural center entrance

7.6.3)  Spatial sequences set up by public courtyard building
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Conclusion about "how to 
activate the street of decayed 
post-industrial area where the 
conflict of two urban fabrics 
(industrial and residential) 
locates?".

1. By creating a new street façade at the 
post-industrial side of the street.
A New street façade (at the industrial side) 
leads to the further perpendicular develop-
ment of the entire block. The hierarchy of 
the public spaces is therefore clarified, the 
street become the most important public 
realm.

The new street façade system provides 
the potential to create a coherent street 
façade that generates not only the street 
feeling but also the possibility of protect-
ing and reusing the old urban fabrics. Along 
the street, the entrance of public spaces is 
inserted. Therefore, the street façade is also  
a start of the whole block.

2. By introducing building models to set up 
three spatial sequences.
Three clear spatial sequences of the block 
are established by two building models 

(row house and courtyard building) that 
are:

- Row houses set up the street façade 
within limited space.

- The sequence of the residential court-
yard buildings projects a sequence of 
privacy. From the street to inner residential 
courtyard, the privacy of the public space 
becomes lower.

- The sequence of the public courtyard 
buildings are defined by the corridor, which 
serves as an element that not only connects 
different programs but also divides the 
courtyards with different characters.

These two conclusions are outcomes of all 
the strategies that are mentioned before 
through researching on four different levels 
which are urban, street, block and building 
levels. 
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